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ABSTRACT
There are many approaches in use today to either prevent or
minimize the impact of inter-query interactions on a shared
cluster. Preventive measures often provide query execution
isolation at the resource allocation level to guarantee a pre-
dictable query performance. Despite these measures, perfor-
mance issues due to concurrent executions of mixed work-
loads are a common problem in large scale data processing
systems. As a result, answering questions like who is causing
my query to slowdown is important to diagnose resource con-
flicts in a multi-tenant environment for accurate blame attri-
bution. However, accurate analysis of resource contention is
challenging owing to a complex cause-effect relationship be-
tween resource utilization and runtime of concurrent queries
(see Figure 1). For example, when some tasks get delayed
because of a high demand for a particular resource (e.g. if
they are blocked on CPU), they hold on to other resources
(e.g. memory) as well, thus causing contention for other con-
currently running queries on the held resources. Based on our
user-study experience, this process is non-trivial and tedious,
and involves hours of manually debugging through a cycle of
query interactions.

Figure 1: iQCAR aims to break the query interactions cycle into
a multi-level blame distribution graph.
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In this research, we develop iQCAR- an inter Query Contention
Analyzer tool that explores the resource interference cycle
among concurrent queries and detects high-impacting queries
systematically. Our contributions are as follows:
● Blame Attribution: We develop a metric called Resource

Acquire Time Penalty (RATP) to capture the blocked-time
distributions of a query for every resource. Using RATP of
a task as a basis, we develop a metric to attribute blame to
concurrent queries in causing contention to a victim query.
● Explanations: Our multi-level Directed Acyclic Graph

(DAG), called iQC-Graph, enables distribution of blame
values to concurrently running queries, their stages and
tasks for different hosts and resources, and generates expla-
nations for the slowdown of a query.
● End-to-end system for deep exploration and blame anal-

ysis: Using RATP and iQC-Graph, the web-based front-
end of iQCAR [1, 2] helps administrators of cluster com-
puting systems detect (i) hot resources, (ii) slow nodes, (iii)
high impact causing queries, and (iv) high impact receiving
victim queries.
● Rules for Cluster Scheduler: We use the top-k explana-

tions in generating alternative query placement rules that
can be applied by a cluster scheduler in an online execution.
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